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ENGLISH NECTAR MODEL EXAM – 2019 

X – STANDARD 

ENGLISH PAPER – I 

SECTION – A 

A] Choose the appropriate synonyms of the underlined word: 5×1=5 

1.    It was a Sunday in the month of May. Helen was returning from church after the morning  

       Service. The temperature Soars past[1] 105’ F. A man with rags came towards Helen’s  

Father for alms [2]. Helen could figure out [3] the man as her neighbour. He had fallen prey [4] 

For the police lathi charge. It was an act of brutality[5]. 

1. A] runs forward     b] grows over  c] increases to   d] flies high 

2. A] giving                  b] offerings       c] rendering       d] receiving 

3. A] make out            b] identify          c] calculate       d] recognize 

4. A] accused               b] culprit            c] benevolent   d] victim 

5. A] cruelty                 b] kindness        c] brilliant          d] rude 

B] Choose the appropriate antonym of the underlined word: 5×1=5 

2.     Allen was playing on the sea shore. He was very much delighted[1] to play in the water. 

Suddenly [2]  He saw the waves rising [3]. He ran back to his parents. Parents were very happy 

that he is alive[4]. They thanked God for saving his son from the tragedy [5]. 

6. A] happy                   b] sad                c] pain                   d] suffer 

7. A] slowly                   b] gradually      c] fast                    d] quickly 

8. A] flowing                 b] growing         c] quickly              d] flattening 

9. A] safe                       b] dead               c] weak                 d] preserve 

10. A] comedy                b] sad incident  c]   jovial                d] happy moment 

PART -II 

C] Answer any ten of the following:      10×1=10 
3] The common expansion of CBI –  

     A] City Bank of Investigation                  b] Central Bureau of India 

     C] Central Bureau of Investigation           c] Centre of Bio – Informatic Institute 

4] Choose the sentence that is correct in meaning: 

     A] Students are allowed to enter the hall. 

     B] Students are aloud to enter the hall. 

5] Replace the underlined word with its equivalent American English word: 

     Celine had a focussed mind.   

6] Which of the words given below can be placed after the word exam. 

      A] welcome  b] hall c] separate d] sudden 

7] what is the plural form of the word scenery ?  

     A] sceneries   b] scenery c] scenerys 

8] Attach a prefix to the word practice is a punishable offence. 

     A] over b] mal c] mis d] under  

9] Read the underlined word in the sentence with one of the phrasal verbs given below to convey the 

same meaning: 

Read the text thoroughly before go to the exam. 

  A] go into B] go through C] go with D] go for 

10] Separate the syllables of any one of the following words: 

     A] control  b] significant c] President 

11] Choose the appropriate word to make a meaningful sentence: 

       The ship has to go on a ----------- 

      A] Journey  B] Voyage 

12] Construct a sentence using one of the words given below: 

       A] neat     B] neatness  c] neatly 
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13] Reframe the sentence using the underlined word as a verb: 

        Circus is a nice entertainment for our children. 
 

14] which of the two sentences given below convey the following meaning? 
        You and I have never met each other. 
      A] We meet only now b] we have met before 

Section – II    [GRAMMAR – 25 Marks]    PART – I 
Answer the all the following:  10×1=10 

15] If you called me ------------- 
      A] I would have come b] I would come c] I will come 
 

16] Identify the pattern of the following sentence: 
       Mother gave the child medicine. A] SVOA B] SVCA C] SVIO DO 
 

17] Plants give out oxygen during the day ---------? 
      A] do they?  B] don’t they? C] does they? 
 

18] Complete the sentence: 
        The tiger is -------- many other animals. 
       A] as fast as B] faster than C] fastest 
 

19] Can any one be more patient than a mother? 
A] No one cannot be more patient than a mother. 

       B] No one can be more patient than mother. 
 

20] ------- of poverty, Sukeshni wears a simple dress. 
       A] in the event of  b] because of  c] in spite of  
 

21] Choose the correct verb form to complete the sentence. 
          People want --------- money quickly. 
        A] making  b] to make  c] make 
 

22] Choose the correct phrase to complete the sentence. 
          My Science teacher incessantly ---------- facts for hours. 
       A] in talking [ b] talks about [c] talk to 
 

23] Choose the appropriate article to complete the sentence. 
            My brother is ------------ M.L.A. 
       A] a   b] an   c] the 
 

24] Choose the appropriate preposition: 
           This is a cheque ----------- Rs. 500/- 
       A] of   b] for  [c] with 

PART – II 

 

Answer all the following:       5×2=10                                                                                                      

 
25. Combine the two sentences to form a single sentence: 

Did you buy the bat? You saw it in the shop. 
26.  Rewrite the sentence using the passive voice. 

The banquet was attended by distinguished guests. 
 

27. Rewrite the sentence in direct speech: 
        The doctor said to the patient, “Do you smoke too much?” 
 

28. From the context of the two sentences given below form a single sentence using ‘if’ clause: 
            I did not see. I couldn’t tell the story. 
 

29.   Read the following sentence about the trees and write your observation in a single sentence using 
any One of the degrees of comparison: 

A] The mango tree is 6.5 feet high     B] The neem tree is 5.5 feet high 
C] The coconut tree is 7.5 feet high   D] The palm tree is 7.5 feet high 
 E] The banyan tree is 6 feet high 
 

PART – III 

 

30] Punctuate the following sentence:                                                                    1×5=5 

alas the old man is dead said she 
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SECTION – III    [PROSE – 15 Marks]    PART – I 

 

Answer briefly any five of the following questions:                   5×2=10 
31] Who is Laura Merton? What is her father? 

32] What is the role of Olivier Messiaen? 

  33] What message is given by Gokhale to students? 

34] Who is Peter Gleick? What did Peter Gleick say about the rising tension of shared water? 

   35] What are the twofold things pushing people into domestic work? 

   36] What distance can migrants fly? What is the speed of migrating birds? 

   37]What is the speciality of UNESCO World Heritage Monument, near temple town? 

 

PART – II 

 

Answer in a paragraph any one of the following questions:   1×5=5 

 38] a] write a short note on “Model Millionaire” and “Millionaire Models”. 

b]‘Water – An Elixir of Life’ Explain with reference to “Will thirst become unquenchable” 

        c]What makes the Big Temple unique and outstanding? 

 

Section – IV [Poetry – 20 Marks] 

PART – I 

39] Quote from memory one of the following:                                                1×5=5 

        A] Five lines of the poem “Going for Water” 

              From: The barren ---------- to -----------hiding new. 

[Or] 

        B] The last five lines of the poem “Migrant Bird” 

              From : I breed--------- to ------------ them last. 

PART –II 

Read the following sets of poetic lines and answer the questions given below:    5×1=5 

     40] “If you can force your heart, nerve and sinew 

       To serve your turn long after they are gone” 

         A] What should be forced? 

    41] Softly in the dusk a woman is singing to me 

            A] What is the meaning of “dusk”? 

  42] “Ready to run to hiding new  

           With laughter when she found us soon” 

                    A] Whom does ‘she’ refer to? 

 43] “Our knees tremble sorely in the stooping 

          We fall upon our faces trying to go” 

                  A] How does the child suffer? 

 44] “Harmonic cacophony to oblivious ears. The tempo is fickle” 

             A] What do you mean by cacophony? 

 

PART – III 

Read the following lines  and answer the questions given below:      5×1=5 
 45]    Have you noticed how some people be, 

           May seem plain as plain can be? 

           Yet, if we take time to peer deeper, 

           Then, what gems would we see? 

          Pick out the rhyming words 

46]    We ran as if to meet the moon 

         That slowly dawned behind the trees, 

The barren boughs without the leaves 

Without the birds without the breeze 

Point out the rhyme scheme in these lines. 

47]   Harmonic cacophony to oblivious ears. 

         Identify the figure of speech in this line. 
48]      I spawn and splash in distant spills. 

Find out the onomatopoeic word from the above line. 
49]      Through the coal dark underground. 

Identify the figure of speech employed here. 
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PART – IV 
 

50] Answer in a paragraph any one of the following questions not exceeding 120  words. 1×5=5 
 

a] Explain the proverb “Don’t judge a book by its cover” with reference to ‘Beautiful Inside’. 
b] Express the views on mysteries of child labourers by Elizabeth Barrett Browning. 
 C] How does the poetess differentiates birds life from human life through the poem ‘Migrant Bird’.      
 

SECTION – V     [LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS – 20 Marks] 
 

51] Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow:                             5×2=10 
 

Filling your diet with junk food causes an array of problems in your body. Junk food is often 
high in sugar, fat and calories. Junk food isn’t great for your heart. This type of fat increases the ‘bad’ 
cholesterol in your bloodstream, which puts your heart at risk. This junk food may lead to Weight 
gain. It takes an extra 3,500 calories in your diet to gain 1 pound of body weight. Eating Junk food 
with a high sugar content, such as soda, candy and baked food, coats your mouth, Gums, tongue and 
teeth with sugar. Eating too much junk food leads to obesity and can causeGastrointestinal problems. 
You need fiber in your diet . Put down your noon junk food treat and replace it with fiber rich fruits 
such as apple, orange or bowl of berries. These fruits can Curb your tooth, transfat and less calories.  

 
Questions: 
A]  What is this passage about? 
B] Mean the term ‘Junk food’. 
C]  How many extra calories does it take to gain I pound of body weight? 

  D] Cardiology is the study of ------------- 
E]  Good fiber diet curbs your tooth, weight and reduce the risk of heart attack –  
      State whether the above statement is true or false. 

 
 52] Identify and correct the errors in the following sentences:                              5×1=5 

              A] Dolly studied well and she failed in the exam. 
  B] He discuss the problem with his friend yesterday. 

              C] The minister couldn’t met by me. 
              D] I have been speaking with my friend since three hours. 
              E] The disappointed workers were told to obeyed the rules. 
 

53] Look at the picture and answer the questions in one or two sentences:                    5×1=5 
 
 

          
 

 

          1)  Where are the children going? 

   2) Does the girl carry the bag easily? 

   3) What is the object that is tucked in a side of the girl’s bag?  

   4)  What may be inside her bag? 

   5) How many boys do you see in the picture? 

   

Prepared by: Mrs.Sahayarani, BT Assistant, GHSS, Alangudi, Thiruvarur. 
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